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“I’m proud to be part of an organisation
that is always looking out for its members
and always striving to be better at what we do.”
Long Term Volunteer
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FROM OUR PRESIDENT AND CAMP CHIEF
We are an organisation steeped in history but, most importantly, we maintain a contemporary focus and the Vision 2020 document
provides guidance on being such. The progress in relation to the implementation of Vision 2020 continues to be sound and this
Annual Report clearly highlights a dynamic organisation which is performing strongly.
Financially, we have, once again, achieved
our budget and we continue to establish
a stronger financial position both on the
Balance Sheet and in the Profit and Loss
Report. Long term, sustainable finance
is critical to the ongoing success of our
Organisation. We must continue to focus
on this in the years ahead developing
consistently strong performance to
underpin the future of our Organisation.

which ensures that all members are valued
and listened to and that process-driven,
long term decision making is in place. The
changes to the Constitution during the
year regarding the appointment process
for the President and Camp Chief are an
example of this as is the current dialogue
surrounding the development of, and
implementation of a policy underpinning
Inclusion and Diversity.

Our programs and activities have been well
supported and they continue to innovate
in a manner which will allow for ongoing
connectedness within our membership
and through our partnership relationships.
The embedding of environment and
sustainability initiatives are an integral
part of this area of operations.

I thank all who have made a commitment to
the ideals of Lord Somers Camp and Power
House during the last twelve months. In
particular l thank our CEO, Mark Thomson,
and his wonderful team of staff – Yas,
Alex, Jenny, Dave, Lachie and Maddy. I
also thank the Board Members who make
such a strong commitment to the ongoing
development of our Organisation.

The redevelopment of Albert Park
strategizing continues to be undertaken
and whilst there is nothing tangible to
show for this work at this stage a great
deal continues to be done in this sphere. I
feel confident that we will see the ‘fruits of
our labours’ in the years ahead.
Underpinning the ongoing development
of our Organisation is a continued focus
on good governance. At both the Board
level and in the various sub committees
of the Board there is a strong focus on
leading the Organisation in a manner

I commend this Annual Report to you as
a record of the activities of Lord Somers
Camp and Power House over the last
twelve months.
Prodesse Quam Conspici
Mal Cater
President and Camp Chief

As this is the final Annual Report I will
table as your President and Camp Chief,
l also wish to acknowledge all who have
supported me in undertaking this incredibly
rewarding, challenging role including the
Chair of the Mentone Grammar Board,
Mr Simon Appel OAM, and my Executive
Assistant, Kathryn Lawlor. Without the
support of so many people, l would not have
been able to undertake this position. It has
been an honour to serve as your President
and Camp Chief.

VOLUNTEERING... IT’S GOOD FOR YOU.
96% of volunteers say that it makes them happier

Source: Volunteering Victoria
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FROM OUR CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
At the core of LSC&PH are people and communities. Through supporting others and strengthening communities, we as members
and volunteers of this terrific organisation grow as individuals and develop lifelong friendships in the process. Without our 1,400
active members and volunteers working together to make a positive difference in the lives of others, our Organisation simply would
not exist. It is for this reason that our people are our most important organisational asset.

• Piloted new programs including the
SisterWorks at Somers Camp, Power
House Men’s Health Program and the
Positive Ageing Camps in partnership
with the National Ageing Research
Institute.

Mark Thomson
Chief Executive Officer

With an increasingly busy LSC&PH
calendar of programs and activities, it
is sometimes easy to forget the impact
that our Organisation can have. I was
reminded of this during the preparation
of this Annual Report when I bumped
into a participant from the Lord Somers
Camp back in 2004 when I was fortunate
enough to be in a leadership role. Whilst
he did not stay involved with LSC&PH, he
recalled fondly of his experience at Camp,
the people he met and the pivotal role the
Camp had on his future direction. He told
me that “Camp was the most significant
event on his journey into adulthood.”

• The establishment of research
partnerships with Deakin University to
support the evaluation of Lord and Lady
Somers Camps.
• Implementation of strategic review and
refresh processes for two of our programs
• Continued capital investment and
implementation of environmental projects
at the Somers campsite aligned with our
10 year Masterplan for the campsite.

It is stories like these which make me
both humbled and enormously proud to
be a member and CEO of this wonderful
organisation.

• Increases in the number of new volunteers
transitioning from participant roles
• Implementation of important governance
changes in relation to asset protection
and our constitution.

As an organisation we have much to
be proud of. At the same time we must
continuously scrutinise the way we work
to create social impact at scale and ensure

• Expansion of relationships with Trusts
and Foundations.

Camp Diversity

our relevance within an increasingly
complex society. I thank the countless
members, young and old, who are helping
us further advance our Organisation.

A key focus for the next 12 months is to
advance the proposed re-development
of the Power House Building to create a
community hub which meets the needs of
our membership and the wider community.

The last 12 months has been another
exciting period for LSC&PH. Some of the
highlights include:

Goldies

Camp
Very Special Kids Camp
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ABOUT US
Lord Somers Camp and Power House (LSC&PH) is one of Victoria’s oldest member-led community based organisations, united in
serving others since 1929. We strive to create a stronger, more inclusive society through service to others.
With a vibrant and diverse membership of
people from different backgrounds, ages,
cultures and locations, we work together
to create and deliver programs that benefit
people of all ages and the wider community.
All our programs are implemented by
volunteers who give their time to build
the community while gaining exposure
to life-changing experiences in a fun and
supportive environment.

We have an active volunteer membership
base of 1,400 people and an alumni of
12,000 people.

Our approach acknowledges that
successful youth and community
development is not just about the individual
participant. Rather, it is about connecting
with people’s social and physical worlds
and our programs increasingly recognise
the significance of social connection and
contribution to communities.

LSC&PH’s strategic approach aims
to recognise the whole person across
physical, social, emotional, spiritual and
mental dimensions, and that opportunities
for empowerment and development
should be available for everyone.
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TIMELINE - OUR ORGANISATIONAL STORY

1929

• First Lord Somers Camp
at Anglesea.

1930

• Second camp in Anglesea.
• Commencement of the Power
House sporting clubs.

1947

• Establishment of the Power House
Memorial Boys Club and Re-commencement of the Lord Somers Camps.

1931

1932

• Establishment of the Power House
Building at Albert Park (and - City
based found at Albert Park).

1960

• Incorporation of LSC&PH.

2006

• Establishment of the
SailAway at Somers program.

• Establishment of the Legacy Liaison
Committee and Legacy Camps.

2007

• Establishment of the
Power2Lead program.

1964
• Re-development of the Power House
building in Albert Park.

2010

• Establishment of the
Mirabel Family Camp.

1986

• Establishment of the
Power House Dramatic Club.

• Establishment of the
Lady Somers Camp.

1933

1989

• Establishment of the
Power House Auxiliary.

• Establishment of the Power House
Youth Leadership Foundation.
• Establishment of the
Goldies Camps.

1963

• First camp at Somers at the
permanent campsite.

2003

2011

• Establishment of the
Community Outreach Initiative.

• Establishment of the
Very Special Kids Camp.

2014
1934

• Establishment of the
Power House Dances.

1936

• Adoption of the
LSC&PH constitution.

1939

• Establishment of the ‘C’ Company,
2nd/ 14th Battalion, the Power
House Company and significant
involvement in WW2. Use of the
campsite by the RAAF for training
and the Power House building
used to support the war effort led
by the Auxiliary.

• Establishment of the
Wellness Weekend.

1992

• Establishment of Camp Diversity.

• Establishment of the
Power House Conversation Series.

1996

• Establishment of the MAX program.
• Establishment of the Oldies Camps.

2015

• Establishment of the
SisterWorks at Somers program.

2000

• Establishment of the empowerme
program.
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• Establishment of the Leadership
and Mentoring Program.

OUR PURPOSE AND WHY IT’S IMPORTANT
Lord Somers Camp and Power House implements programs aimed at striving for our vision of a stronger, more inclusive society
created through service to others. We have a twofold purpose as a Victorian community based organisation:
To serve others and strengthen
communities:
For over eighty-five years, Lord Somers
Camp and Power House has had the
purpose to serve others and strengthen
communities through the eradication
of prejudice, misunderstanding and
intolerance. In the twenty first century,
communities need people of all ages to
be active citizens who are concerned with
issues of social engagement. Meanwhile, in
our rapidly evolving world, young people,
especially, seek purposeful roles and strive
for opportunities for meaningful and
accessible ways to engage through service
to others and communities.
To value people:
People are at the heart of families,
institutions and communities. Our purpose
through valuing people is to strengthen
the capacity of individuals thereby giving

them the opportunity to build stronger and
more connected families, institutions and
communities. Through valuing people, we
strive to make all individuals feel a sense
of belonging regardless of their personal
circumstance.
Adopting a strength based approach
is increasingly accepted as being the
most effective way of working with, and
valuing people.
Rationale for two overarching purposes;
The two overarching purposes underpin
our vision of a stronger, more inclusive
society created through service to others.
The dual purposes are not isolated but
rather complementary in that through
valuing people, we serve others and
strengthen communities.
Our approach of engaging both of
these purposes simultaneously reflects
best practice research on effective
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and sustainable youth and community
development strategies.
With our primary focus on young
people, Lord Somers Camp and Power
House has recognised the importance of
acknowledging young people’s capacity to
give something back to their community.
Through building on personal strengths
and encouraging positive attributes in
young people, our approach enhances
people’s connection with and contribution
to communities. Complementary
benefits of our approach are meaningful,
intergenerational and cross-cultural
friendships and a strong sense of purpose
and belonging.

OUR VALUES IN ACTION
Our values are our DNA and underpin our very purpose and everything we do in pursuit of our vision of a stronger, more inclusive
society through service to others. Enacting these values keeps us true to the original vision of LSC&PH as set out by our Founders.
These values are:

Acceptance
We accept other people, their values and their differences.
We offer equality of opportunity.

Fun

Friendship

We find fun in
everything we do and
we learn through play.

We promote lifelong and
intergenerational friendships
through working together and
the sharing of experiences.

Care

Belonging

We work in a voluntary
capacity to care and
support others without
seeking recognition. We
also care for ourselves.

We provide a place where
everyone can belong
regardless of gender, age,
culture, sexuality or ability.

Some of the practical ways we have enacted our values in 2015/16 include:

STRENGTHENING
CARE AND SUPPORT
MECHANISMS

FUN AND
FRIENDSHIP

CREATING A MORE
INCLUSIVE CULTURE

LSC&PH has built upon the new
processes related to Mental Health
and Wellbeing. Further Mental
Health First Aid Training was
provided for interested volunteers
as well as a roll out of Mental Health
and Wellbeing Officers at all camps.

In partnership with National
Ageing Research Institute (NARI),
volunteers from LSC&PH were
able to make new friends through
the Camping for Change program.
With follow up events after the
camps, new friendships were
celebrated from shared experiences.

With leadership from the Inclusion
Working Group and the
Reconciliation Committee,
LSC&PH is further developing
inclusive practices across our
programs and activities helping us
to create an organisation which
promotes acceptance where
everyone can belong.

“I feel deeply honoured and privileged to be involved in such a wonderful
organisation, full of Good Food, Good Fun and Good Fellowship and to be
invited to be part of the Mirabel families lives for a weekend.
Staff and Participants alike make their way out of Camp with a renewed
sense of Human Spirit, appreciation and understanding of the
wonderful Community we live in.”
Mirabel Camp Volunteer
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A VISUAL MODEL OF OUR APPROACH
THE CONTEXT AND
NEED FOR OUR WORK

WHAT WE DO TO PERSONAL,
ADDRESS THIS
SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL
OUTCOMES

COMMUNITY,
EDUCATIONAL
AND
WORKPLACE
OUTCOMES

THE RESULT

COMMUNITIES are becoming
more diverse with inequality
widening as socially and
economically marginalised
groups expand

WE run programs

INCREASED
understanding of self
and others

IMPROVED
health and wellbeing

WE take people
out of their usual
environments and
expose them to
physical and mental
challenges

IMPROVED

A STRONGER,
MORE
INCLUSIVE
SOCIETY
THROUGH
SERVICE
TO OTHERS.

MOST people have an inherent
desire for meaning and
purpose in their lives which
can be obtained through
service to others
PEOPLE face challenges
throughout all stages of their
lives that many struggle to
overcome, which can lead to

WE promote
for meaningful

IMPROVED
engagement and

resilience
IMPROVED
self-awareness
IMPROVED
leadership skills
IMPROVED
teamwork skills

backgrounds and ages FRIENDSHIPS
across cultures and
YOUNG people need to develop WE create moments
the lifeskills to maximise their
encourage lifelong
learning about
self, others and the
community in which
we live.

IMPROVED
engagement and
learning environment
and workforce
MORE
across workplaces
IMPROVED
skills to address the
current and future
societal issues
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OUR PROGRAM QUALITY FRAMEWORK
LSC&PH has developed a Program Quality Framework which guides the design, implementation and evaluation of our programs.
The framework is used to help us
rigorously evaluate the effectiveness of our
programs and ensures these evaluations
are part of a continuous improvement
process. Through utilising the framework,
we aim to make great programs even
better and ensure their ongoing relevance

through adapting to the changing needs of
the society in which we operate.
The LSC&PH Program Quality Framework
outlines a hierarchy of elements from:
Purpose, Principles, Practice and
Programs and Activities. Linked closely
with the framework are indicators which

identify specific measures to determine
the effectiveness and quality of a program
or activity. Indicators are classified for:
Participants; Members, Volunteers and
Leaders; and LSC&PH at the overarching
organisational level.

MISSION

We are a diverse and intergenerational
member-led community organisation
which implements challenging and
experience based programs that
engage with people of all ages.
Through implementing programs
VISION
which serve the community,
Our vision is of a stronger,
our members gain exposure to
more inclusive society
life-changing experiences in
created through service
a fun and supportive
to others.
environment.

OUR PURPOSE
Serve Others
and Strengthen
Communities

Value People

OUR PRINCIPLES
• Promote active and caring
citizenship
• Embrace social inclusion
and diversity
• Grow partnerships
• Intergenerational programming
• Build Teamwork
• Learn resilience through
experience and reflection
• Build identity and character
• Strengthen protective
behaviours
• Develop leaders
• Embrace creativity
and innovation

OUR PRACTICE

VALUES

Fun, Friendship,
Care, Belonging
and Acceptance.

OUR CURRENT
PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES

Youth Development
Programs

Lord and Lady Somers Camps; MAX Camp;
Empowerme

Community Programs

Very Special Kids @ Somers; Mirabel Family
Camp; SailAway Camp; Camp Diversity;
Community Outreach; Christmas and Easter
Camps; Work and Fellowship Camps;
SisterWorks at Somers

Positive Ageing
Programs

Oldies & Goldies Camps; Auxillary Group;
Quarterly Connections; Archives Group;
Ardoch Literacy Program; Camping for Change

Lifelong-Learning
Programs

Power2Lead Program; Theatre & Creative
Arts; Conversation Series; Leadership &
Mentoring Program; Wellness Camp;
Capacity Development Program; Men’s
Health Program

PROGRAM QUALITY DRIVERS - Strengths-based approach; Continuous learning agenda;

Effective Program Evaluation; Accountability to partners and participants; Intergenerational programming.

PROGRAM QUALITY ENABLERS - Passionate and trained volunteers and staff; Effective governance
and management framework; Effective finance, risk management and operational systems and policies.
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MEET A VOLUNTEER

TONY
What has been your involvement with
LSC&PH?
I have been a Group Leader, AGLU, EO,
HOD of Video, 3RS, Cooks (for one year
only - I wasn’t asked back!), Swannees,
and most recently HOD of Games. I am
passionate about the Mirabel Camp at
Somers and have been to every Mirabel
Camp held thus far as a member of the
Kid’s Activities team. I have also been a
part of the Power House Dramatic Club,
Basketball, Football and Netball Clubs
and was a founding member of the Power
House Cricket Club.

What do you do in your real life?
I am a plumber and have had my own
business for 30+ years.
Because of what I learnt through Somers…
Is the ability to push through when things
are getting tough both in business and
family. To look at the bigger picture rather
than get worried by all the small stuff and
to look at the positives of every aspect,
so you don’t dwell on the negatives, you
recognise them and then look for the
positives in a way to improve the situation.
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WHAT WE DO
Lord Somers Camp and Power House implements a large and diverse suite of programs across the areas of: Youth Development,
Community Programs, Lifelong Learning and Positive Ageing.

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
We provide a variety of youth development programs which each focus on different age groups. These programs address physical, social,
spiritual, emotional and mental development through age and ability appropriate activities that build the participants character, resilience,
skills and attitudes. Our core youth development programs, the Lord and Lady Somers Camps enable young people to have opportunities
to extend their social skills through sustained and meaningful connections with others, outside their usual family and social circle, and
they are able to engage in activities that extend them beyond their usual comfort zone. Participants in the Lord and Lady Somers Camps
can then take on volunteer and leadership roles in the other youth development programs ensuring that young people participate actively,
including in decision making and in exercises of leadership and that different groups are made to feel welcome.
PROGRAMS

OBJECTIVES

LORD AND LADY SOMERS CAMP

The aim of these programs is to challenge the perspectives that young people hold about
themselves and others. Through introducing 100 boys and 100 girls to a broad range of
peers, we help dismantle social barriers and increase understanding and acceptance of
diversity. Throughout the challenging week, participants work together to compete as a
team, push their boundaries and develop friendships. Participants leave with a greater
understanding of their own and others’ potential, and gain new insight into how they can
make a positive impact in their communities.

MAX

MAX is a camp run by young people for young people aimed at building self-confidence,
self-respect, leadership and purpose. Participants are challenged to understand and believe
in their own potential and that of others. The camp provides opportunities to reflect and
to learn skills to help find direction in the participant’s personal, working and community
life. MAX Camp participants are young Lord Somers Camp and Power House members who
have attended a Lord or Lady Somers Camp and one other program or camp, who have
shown leadership potential.

EMPOWERME

empowerme is a one day youth development congress designed for Year 10 students. This
program encourages self exploration and understanding whilst mapping a course to attain
future goals. empowerme is run by young Lord Somers Camp & Power House volunteers
who provide a unique, fun, formative and challenging day for participants.
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COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
LSC&PH has partnered with other organisations to deliver ten weekend programs per year for various at-risk or vulnerable groups
within our community. In addition, we also ran two Melbourne based programs this year. The purpose of these programs is to increase
meaningful community engagement, serve others, facilitate the development of friendships and peer support networks, enhance selfconfidence, increase independence and provide respite to people in need.
PROGRAMS

OBJECTIVES

VERY SPECIAL KIDS
AT SOMERS

In partnership with the Very Special Kids Organisation, this twice yearly weekend program
gives children living with life threatening illnesses, and their families, a weekend away.
Kids get an opportunity to just be kids while their parents and carers are connected to
others in similar situations and also enjoy the opportunity for some respite.

CAMP DIVERSITY

Camp Diversity is a camp for young adults living with intellectual and physical disabilities,
promoting self-esteem, confidence and a healthy lifestyle for all participants. Camp
Diversity offers LSC&PH members a chance to gain leadership skills while delivering a
memorable weekend of fun for the participants and providing their carers with a weekend
of respite at home.

MIRABEL FAMILY CAMP
AT SOMERS

In partnership with the Mirabel Foundation, this camp is for children who have been
orphaned or abandoned due to parental drug use and their carers, most of whom are
grandparents. The aim of the Mirabel Family Camp is to provide Mirabel families with
new and exciting experiences, whereby carers have the opportunity for respite and
networking, and children are provided with happy memories and positive role modelling.

SAILAWAY AT SOMERS

SailAway is a camp for teens from a refugee background. We partner with the Sudanese
Australian Integrated Learning program for one camp each year, and the other is delivered
in partnership with the City of Casey, English as a Second Language (ESL) program.
SailAway provides a weekend of fun and unique experiences which promote social
connectedness and create a sense of belonging and identity to help participants adjust
to a new life in Australia. The program also promotes mutual understanding amongst
multicultural youth and volunteer staff.

SISTERWORKS AT SOMERS

The goal of the SisterWorks at Somers Camp is to provide an intensive weekend opportunity
to support the development of confidence and skills to overcome the emotional, physical,
financial and social challenges faced by the SisterWorks Sisters. The program will also
provide an opportunity for cross-cultural learning and engagement and the establishment
of networks between the Sisters and the female members and volunteers of Lord Somers
Camp and Power House.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
INITIATIVE

Community Outreach Initiative conducts an annual project for organisations and
communities in need. The aim is to provide coordinated assistance to individuals, families,
organisations or communities that require a helping hand.

CHRISTMAS AND
EASTER CAMPS

Christmas and Easter Camps are held for LSC&PH members and their friends and families
with the aim of providing an opportunity for shared fun, fellowship and social connection.

WORK AND FELLOWSHIP CAMPS

A number of work and fellowship camps are held during the year which provide an
opportunity for members and their friends to work together on building and maintenance
projects at the Somers Campsite.

“I had the best weekend I have had in a very long time –
the ladies were such role models for me, and I now feel better about getting
older and have more wisdom walking away from the Goldies Camp”.
Tina – Goldies Participant
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LIFELONG LEARNING
LSC&PH provides lifelong learning opportunities aimed at personal development, leadership, establishing connections across
generations and helping people of all ages feel more connected to the community. These programs also aim to equip people with the
skills to become leaders within LSC&PH and the community.
PROGRAMS

OBJECTIVES

THEATRE AND CREATIVE ARTS

We run a vibrant theatre and creative arts program which aims to promote theatre as a
means of nurturing a creative and connected community and achieving personal growth
as well as building the capacity of people to produce and stage high quality theatre
productions. Four productions are staged each year covering a variety of theatre genres.

POWER HOUSE
CONVERSATION SERIES

The Power House Conversation Series brings people together to listen, debate and be
inspired and challenged on topical issues for society. The Conversation Series is designed
to get people thinking and talking.

POWER HOUSE LEADERSHIP
AND MENTORING PROGRAM

This program is aimed at providing practical professional and personal development
learning for 25 to 35 year olds. The year-long program includes monthly forums with a
keynote speaker. In addition, there is a professional two way mentoring program aimed
at supporting young people in the workforce whilst also providing opportunities for older
members to be skilled up in areas such as digital technology.

POWER2LEAD

Power2Lead is a professional and personal development program for people aged
between 35 and 55. The program focuses on developing skills, confidence and leadership
capacities of men and women through a series of innovative and practical activities. The
program addresses both personal and business effectiveness and identifies areas for
growth, giving participants the tools to benefit their professional and personal lives.

WELLNESS WEEKEND

This annual weekend provides participants with an opportunity to learn and share various
tools and techniques which empower people in the pursuit of health and wellbeing. The
program provides a comfortable and safe environment and a flexible program covering:
nutrition, behaviour, mindfulness, exercise, positive psychology and stress management.

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

We run formalised training programs throughout the year to ensure our program leaders
uphold our duty of care to program participants across all our programs. These programs
build the capacity of our leaders and develop skills that ensure the safety of all people
in the programs. Examples of our courses include: Level 2 First Aid, Community Surf
Lifesaving, Mental Health First Aid, Food Safety and Handling, Child Protection and
Safeguarding Training and Sensitivity and Cultural Awareness training.

MEN’S HEALTH PROGRAM

The Power House Men’s Health Program is designed to bring men together to improve
awareness and general health levels with the aim of helping Power House men live
healthier lives. This 12 week program involved weekly newsletters, small local group get
togethers, completing physical challenges as well as basic health checks and speakers to
motivate and inspire a healthier lifestyle.

MEET A VOLUNTEER

MARGIE
What has been your involvement with
LSC&PH?
I’ve been to 21 Lady Somers Camps and
during those camps, I have done Games,
Slush, Canteen, Bursars, Cooks, AGLU,
Exec and was most recently the 2IC of
SAS at Big Camp 2016. I have also been
involved with many of the Community
Camps, Power2Lead, work Camps,
Christmas and Easter Camps as well as
the productions. I regularly attend Mirabel
Family Camps and I love to cook for the
ladies down at the Goldies Camps.

What do you do in your real life?
I am a Math’s teacher at Goulburn Valley
Grammar School as well as a volunteer for
the Tatura SES.
Because of what I learnt through Somers…
I am thankful for the leadership
opportunities that Somers gave me in
my 20’s, which allowed me to overcome
my shyness in order to become a teacher.
I don’t think I would be a teacher today
without LSC&PH. I always walk away
from spending time at Somers feeling
better about myself and that is why I keep
coming back.
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POSITIVE AGEING
We runs a series of programs focusing on intergenerational connections and continued inclusion of people as they age. These programs
identify older people as positive contributors and assets of our Organisation and the wider community. In addition, these activities also
create important opportunities for social inclusion and preventative health and wellbeing.
PROGRAMS

OBJECTIVES

OLDIES AND GOLDIES CAMPS

The Oldies and Goldies Camps are held annually for older male and female members of
LSC&PH. The weekend camps provide an important mechanism for social engagement and
connection as well as a support network.

AUXILIARY

The Auxiliary group meets monthly and provides an opportunity for members to stay in
touch and engage with the Organisation whilst also pursuing fundraising programs for
LSC&PH.

QUARTERLY CONNECTIONS

Quarterly Connections is a luncheon for all members to meet and enjoy some good food,
good fun and good fellowship. These lunches happen twice a year in various locations,
catering for up to 150 people. The events provide a great opportunity to catch up with old
friends and stay in touch with the Organisation.

POWER HOUSE ARCHIVES GROUP

The Power House Archives Group meets twice weekly to work on capturing and restoring
the cultural and physical heritage of Lord Somers Camp and Power House. The mission for
Archives is people today reconstructing yesterday, people tomorrow reconstructing today
and building bridges for people between time and place by managing the selection of noncurrent records for physical preservation and storage, together with the documentation,
recording and retrieval of material.

ARDOCH YOUTH FOUNDATION
EDUCATION VOLUNTEERS
PROGRAM

This program provides opportunities for older LSC&PH members to volunteer with the
Ardoch Youth Foundation’s Education Volunteer Program. Recognising that poor literacy
and numeracy is one of the most significant barriers to educational success, volunteers
support disadvantaged children and young people’s learning opportunities through
assisting primary and/or secondary students with literacy and numeracy.

CAMPING FOR CHANGE

In partnership with National Ageing Research Institute (NARI) and the Council of the
Ageing (COTA), a weekend camp was piloted aimed at helping seniors to flourish. The
program aimed to improve participants wellbeing and to increase opportunities for
physical activity. Improving participants knowledge/skills through opportunities for life
long learning and enhance connections to community were further objectives.
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BUILDING THE CAPACITY OF OUR VOLUNTEERS
People are the heart of LSC&PH. This highlights the importance of recruitment, training and retention of good people.
LSC&PH aims to equip volunteers and
leaders for best practice in their roles and
to run safe programs. Minimum standard
requirements are in place for certain roles
within LSC&PH including Working with
Children Checks, Client Protection and
Safeguarding Training, Mental Health
First-Aid Training, Sensitivity Training,

OH&S Training, First-Aid (Level 2) and
Community Surf Lifesaving Certification.
In addition, appropriate succession
planning and handover documentation
is required. LSC&PH also recognises
that no amount of procedural learning
will replace life experience, capacity for
self-reflection and capacity to develop

trust with groups and individuals. These
qualities are encouraged by mentoring and
peer-support structures as well as ongoing
personal and professional development.
In 2016/17 LSC&PH will pilot online
training for our volunteers.

TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

520
12
5

TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

TRAINING PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

MENTAL
HEALTH
FIRST AID
TRAINING

NEW TRAINING PROGRAMS
PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
/PROGRAM
QUALITY

28

36

BEHAVIOUR
MANAGEMENT
TRAINING

CLIENT
PROTECTION
TRAINING

12

35

STAND UP
PADDLEBOARDING

LEADERSHIP
TRAINING

11

102

INDIGENOUS
LEARNING

COMMUNITY
CAMPS
INDUCTION
TRAINING

17

RISK
MANAGEMENT
TRAINING

35
FIRST AID
TRAINING

46

97

18

CRISIS
MANAGEMENT
TRAINING

41
COGNITIVE
BEHAVIOUR
THERAPY
TRAINING

60

AWARDS
There are a range of awards available to volunteers. These include the Kick Off Awards and The Fellowship Award, both initiatives
of the Power House Youth Leadership Foundation (PHYLF) and aim to help members of the Organisation build upon career
aspirations and passions. The Camp Chief’s Awards and the Honorary Life Membership Awards recognise members for their
service to the Organisation.
During the 2015/16 year the following
people were recognised with awards:

Matt White, will follow his passion in the
sporting field of Kendo.

PHYLF FELLOWSHIP AWARD
Chloe McCarthy, a youth worker will
undertake postgraduate study with a
Masters of Social Work at Melbourne
University as well as a Cert IV in training
and assessment. This study will help Chloe
further develop her consultancy business
which advises organisations on best practice
for inclusive and supportive behaviours.

Jake Weatherson, a paediatric Occupational
Therapist, will undertake professional
development studies in social thinking and
cognitive behavioural therapy.

PHYLF KICK OFF AWARDS
Warrick Dunn, a qualified carpenter, will
use the funding to pursue green building
design and construction opportunities.
Haylee Parfett, a speech pathologist, will
use the funding to deliver two research
papers on non-verbal communication.
Rachel Toovey, a physiotherapist, will use
the funding to present her research on a
pilot bike riding program for children with
Cerebral Palsy.

Liv Petty will participate in a Criminology
Conference to support her career focus
of engaging with youth at risk within the
justice system.
CAMP CHIEF’S AWARDS
Emma Davies received the Camp
Chief’s Award for her role as Leader of
the Community Programs leading and
overseeing the 15 Community Camp
programs over 3 years.

HONORARY LIFE MEMBERSHIP
Tyson Goldsworthy completed his 3 year
term as Camp Leader for the Lord Somers
Camp. Tyson has served the Organisation
in various roles of leadership for the past
25 years.
Mike Newton received Honorary Life
Membership after many years service to
the Organisation. This includes supporting
the Office and the Somers Team, chairing
the PHYLF, mentoring younger members,
working with the Database Doctors and
being a member of the Finance Committee.

Brigid Canny completed her 3 year term as
the Leader of Youth Programs managing
the Youth Programs and improving the
processes around MAX and empowerme.

Kick off Awards
Mike Newton

s

ward
Kick off A

PENNY
The Fellowship Award is an incredible
opportunity for our members. Even just
to be able to entertain an idea that has
otherwise had resource barriers is a
privilege. Winning the award shifted a lot
of things for me – my confidence grew, I
developed bigger goals, and I fantasised

PREVIOUS FELLOWSHIP AWARD WINNER
a life that I could realistically pursue. I
have since applied for other awards and
programs – successfully, some not –
because I have a healthier respect for
taking risks. I have left ongoing jobs to
take on contract roles. I have turned down
full-time opportunities to ensure I have
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time to develop my business (which will
take a long time to generate a full-time
income). I am on this amazing learning
journey with incredible support from
people who believe in my ability to choose
my life.

CELEBRATING IMPACT
10 YEARS OF SAILAWAY
It’s hard to believe it has been 10 years since a group of determined and passionate and perhaps naïve young people, inspired by
MAX’05, got together to create SailAway at Somers.
Since the first program in 2006, when we
didn’t know if any participants would show
(and 80 did!), to today, where a place at
SailAway is in hot demand, the program
has gone from strength to strength. Now
in its 10th year of operation; 20 weekend
programs for upwards of 1000 teenagers
of newly arrived or refugee background
have been run by a dynamic group of
volunteers. Not only can the program’s
success be attributed to the evolving
committee that organize each camp, strong
partnerships with the City of Casey youth
programs and the Sudanese Australian
Integrated Learning (SAIL) program have
ensured each SailAway program is fun,
well attended and goes smoothly.
The evening of Friday 12th February
was a chance for members of SailAway
Committees, past participants, volunteers

from the SAIL program, representatives
from the City of Casey and the programs’
broad supporter base to celebrate this
milestone. Along with hugs, make your
own pizzas and the occasional cockatoo, a
number of friends of SailAway reflected on
how SailAway began, its evolution to what
it is now and where it is going.
Phill Start, Youth Programs Officer
from the City of Casey, recalled how he
thought the first SailAway he attended in
2009 was going to be “just a junket’ for
the 120 volunteers (to 60 participants)
in attendance. However, the dedicated
planning that went into that program and
each one since then blew him away. Megan
Reinwald, Overseeing Coordinator for the
SAIL program, shared her experiences at
SailAway and the excitement amongst SAIL
students in the lead up to each program.

Particularly moving were reflections from
past SailAway participants Mehdi Panahi
and Hafiza Zahidee. Medhi attended
SailAway and went on to be a First Year
Staff member in Video at Lord Somers
Camp this year. Hafiza was a female day
trip participant at the first City of Casey
camp and has attended almost every camp
since, including a number as a member
of the SailAway committee. It was also
very special to have founding Co-Camp
Leader Nik Tan, who now lives in Denmark,
there to share his reflections. Nik quoted
Margaret Mead, “Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful, committed citizens
can change the world; indeed, it’s the only
thing that ever has” to perfectly describe
this unique and important program.

10 YEARS 20 CAMPS 1000+ PARTICIPANTS

SailAway
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p
First SailAway Cam

THE THINK TANK INITIATIVE
Tim has been coming to Camp Diversity
for many years, firstly in a participant
role and now in staff roles thanks to the
Think Tank Initiative.
The Think Tank recognises the ability and
passion of our participants and helps their
transition into staff roles.
This initiative has been very successful
and Tim was very keen to join after
several years of being a participant. In the
Think Tank, participants spend the first
camp exploring each department, meet
with volunteers in a different capacity,
and get involved with all the activities.

From there, they spend their next camp
in a staff department with a buddy.
Tim did his camp of transition and then
jumped into the photography department
and has spent every camp since in the
photography department.
Having had such a successful transition
from participant to staff, Tim ventured
into the video department at Lord Somers
Camp this year and had a fantastic time,
meeting new friends and making a great
contribution to the camp.
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NEW PROGRAMS
CAMPING FOR CHANGE PROGRAM
Outdoor education is typically used to promote wellbeing amongst young people. Benefits of being active in nature include
positive engagement, adaptability, social connection and increased self-confidence. However outdoor camping programs can
also result in these same benefits for older people. In April and May this year, LSC&PH in partnership with the National Ageing
Research Institute (NARI) and the Council of the Ageing (COTA) piloted a camp aimed at helping seniors flourish.
With support from the City of Melbourne
Community Grant Scheme, the program
undertook research to demonstrate the
capacity for camp based programs for
older people to: improve participants
wellbeing and to increase opportunities
for physical activity; improve participants
knowledge/skills through opportunities
for life-long learning; and enhance
participants connection to their
community. This research was led by Dr
Elizabeth Cyarto, NARI’s Healthy Ageing
Stream Leader.

Dr Cyarto worked with the participants
from a positive psychology perspective,
showing them how they could flourish
by maximising their positive emotions,
engagement, relationships, meaning
and accomplishment. “We challenged
everyone’s physical ability by giving
them a go at archery, kayaking, stand-up
paddleboarding and doing the ‘Have A Try’
exercise program. They were all stretched
cognitively as they crafted three wellbeing
goals to work on post-camp” Dr Cyarto said.

According to an 80 year old participant “you
are never too old to try to achieve more”.
This partnership is supporting LSC&PH’s
Positive Ageing Program which recognises
mature age people as positive contributors
and assets of our Organisaiton and the
community. Other activities implemented
under LSC&PH Positive Ageing Strategy
focus on intergenerational engagement
and volunteering as well as activities
supporting social inclusion, preventative
health and wellbeing.

MEN’S HEALTH
In 2015, 130 men participated in the pilot of the LSC&PH 12 week Power House Men’s Health Program. This was a no-nonsense,
easy to access program aimed at improving awareness and general health levels with the aim of helping Power House men live
healthier, eat healthier and get back in the game of life. Reflecting the intergenerational membership base of LSC&PH, participants
ranged in age from 18 all the way up to 88 years old.
The program consisted of basic health
checks, that were completed at the start
and end of the program to compare
results; participants taking personal
health pledges committing to their own
unique and personal goals over the 12
weeks; weekly online information related
to men’s health and regular opportunities
to get together and participate in physical
activities in their local area hubs. There
were 8 hubs located across Victoria and
each hub did various social activities that
included: Walks around the lake, golf,
lawn bowls, swimming, hiking, pilates,

boxing, fishing, mindfulness and a juicing
demonstration. The hubs were made up
of men of various ages and provided great
opportunities for the men to meet other
members they hadn’t met before.
The program was more social than
physical and promoted opportunities for
men to talk about health issues whilst also
giving them the tools and motivation to
live a healthier lifestyle.
At the end of the program, it was
fantastic to see amazing results from the
participants. These included: increased

mental health awareness, decease in
waist circumference, giving up smoking,
increased mental health awareness,
reduced alcohol intake, increased social
interaction, increased fitness levels and
lower blood pressure. Whilst the program
has finished, there is a strong commitment
from amongst the participants to help each
other as they continue to achieve their
health goals.
The program was supported by Foundation 49.

“What I really loved about
this program was the social
interaction amongst men
from a wide range of age
groups. Social connection
is such an important part of
men’s health.”
22

Men’s Health Participant

SISTERWORKS
In 2015, LSC&PH developed a partnership with SisterWorks Inc to implement the SisterWorks at Somers Camp. The SisterWorks Sisters
are recently arrived asylum seeker, refugee and migrant women. These women face multiple challenges in their efforts to settle into
life in Australia and many of them have been marginalised due to lack of language and employment skills. They often live in cultural
enclaves and many of them continue to experience violence. They also face ongoing social isolation and economic dependency.
The goal of the SisterWorks at Somers
Camp was to provide an intensive weekend
opportunity to support the development
of confidence and skills to overcome the
emotional, physical, financial and social
challenges faced by the SisterWorks
Sisters. The program also provided an
opportunity for cross-cultural learning
and engagement and the establishment of
networks between Sisters and the female
members and volunteers of LSC&PH. This

goal was aligned with the SisterWorks
approach of using work as an enabler for
empowerment. The camp also catered
for the children of SisterWorks Sisters
and gave them an opportunity try new
activities and to meet other children in a
safe, fun and supportive environment.
The Sunday of the program was dedicated
to implement the SisterWorks at Somers
Market which was a market for the Sisters
to promote and sell products to the wider

community. The market was a huge
success with over 600 people from the
area attending.
The SisterWorks Camp was such a
success that made so many memorable
experiences.
This program was made possible with
support from the Emilio and Grace
Foundation.

SISTERWORKS
OUTCOMES AGAINST SELECTED CORE INDICATORS

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

I feel that my confidence level at the end of camp is higher compared to at the start of camp

8.38

1.77

I felt welcome to participate, regardless of culture, skill level, race, sexuality or ability.   

9.59

1.07

I feel that the camp has helped me connect with the people around me

9.53

0.76

I feel that the camp has helped me connect with my children (if applicable)

9.20

1.42
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SNAPSHOT OF VOLUNTEER NUMBERS
LADY SOMERS CAMP
VOLUNTEERS

167

226
MIRABEL
FAMILY CAMP
VOLUNTEERS

252

VERY SPECIAL
KIDS CAMP
VOLUNTEERS

192
&

NEW LSC PH
VOLUNTEERS

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH
INITIATIVE
VOLUNTEERS

54

PAULA

LORD SOMERS CAMP
VOLUNTEERS

117

MEET A VOLUNTEER

What has been your involvement with
LSC&PH?
I first attended in the kitchen at Camp
Diversity in 2009. My three daughters had
all attended Lady Somers Camp and were
encouraging me to get involved. Since
then, I’ve attended numerous Community
Camps with my favourite being Very
Special Kids where I get to meet families
and pamper parents.
What do you do in your real life?
I am a hairdresser and my greatest hobby
is sewing quilts.

Because of LSC&PH I am able to...
Power House has added so much to my
life in giving to others. I am so grateful
the girls have become involved, as it has
given them opportunities to develop in
confidence, self esteem, looking outside
the box and believing anything is possible.
I feel privileged to work alongside
inspirational women – young and old!
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CAMP DIVERSITY
VOLUNTEERS

207
SAILAWAY
AT SOMERS
VOLUNTEERS

170
TOTAL HOURS
VOLUNTEERED

112,706

TESS

MEET A VOLUNTEER

What has been your involvement with
LSC&PH?
I came through Lady Somers Camp in
2000, spent several years in the Slush,
Games, as Safety Officer and JFS leader.
I’ve been a part of other Association
programs including many of the Power
House Thespian Guild’s productions as
backstage. I’m also a part of the OH&S
working group and the Risk Committee.

What do you do in your real life?
I work in the commercial construction industry
as a Design Manager for new projects.
Because of what I learnt through Somers…
“I have been able to more openly accept
challenges presented in both my
professional and personal life and be
thankful of all the ‘good bits’. I have learnt
to be more ‘fearless’ and travelled solo in 9
countries, something that I never thought I
would do, until I realised I was never going
to get there unless I took myself”.
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THEATRE – A YEAR IN REVIEW
During 2015/16 the Power House Thespian Guild (PTG) has expanded its vibrant theatre and creative arts program which aims to
promote theatre as a means of nurturing a creative and connected community. Creative arts programs offer people a benefit they
usually do not find in an ordinary classroom or workplace, instead of just gaining knowledge about things, they gain knowledge
about who they are and what they can do and build self-esteem. For our youth focused productions this helps young people grow
into better adults, parents and citizens. Theatre also provides an opportunity for healthy risk-taking encouraging people to try
activities beyond their comfort zones.
We opened with “Cinderella - The
Pantomime” which was received incredibly
well. The annual pantomime has a long
tradition with our Association and has a
wide scope for member engagement. It
provides an opportunity for seasoned
professionals to work with actors who are
treading the boards for the first time. This
production has been a gateway for a solid
number of our membership to more roles
in later productions. It is by far our most
attended theatrical event and is a mainstay
of our program. The interactive nature of
the performance is enjoyed by young and
old alike.
Shortly after Cinderella we staged a
reading of “The Club”, David Williamson’s
classic exploration of power, masculinity
and Australian attitudes to tradition. This
show exceeded expectations as it was
slated as a low budget spectacular but the
cast poured themselves into their roles and
rarely depended on their scripts. Later in
the year, “God of Carnage” was performed
in the round in the Theatrette with a very

small but highly talented cast. It was a
wonderful display of the moral hypocrisy
so often bubbling under the surface of
our day to day interactions with people.
The Slush Revue was a laugh riot wholly
written and performed by members.
“The Farnsdale Avenue Housing Estate
Townswomen’s Guild Theatrical Society’s
Production of Macbeth” was well received
and provided a number of learning
opportunities for participants.
There are a number of elements which
make producing theatre a highly rewarding
experience. This year’s endeavours
allowed for the direct participation of
over 100 members and provided events
for the Association at large to gather at
and renew their friendships at regular
intervals. Theatre has no age limitations.
It has been used effectively as a platform
for cross generational interaction. The
interdependent nature of working together
on a production makes for an environment
which fosters the swift building of
close friendships. Theatre has helped

people going through difficult personal
circumstances to build new support
networks where they may not have
otherwise felt they had anyone to turn to.
The program also engages many people
in technical roles offering the opportunity
for the building of skills they would not
have otherwise have exposure to. We are
always looking for people eager to learn
and have had plenty of people work in
ways which have facilitated meaningful
personal growth.
The program is financially viable with
all productions breaking even but earlier
bookings from audience members would
go a long way to allaying concerns
regarding this prior to shows. The PTG
committee is committed to continuing to
improve our processes including building
on the improved front of house experience.
We have a formidable line up of shows
in the pipeline and are confident that the
quality of the program will continue to
grow in the 2016/2017 financial year.

5 PLAYS 18 PERFORMANCES 100+VOLUNTEERS
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“Couldn’t have enjoyed it more.
I haven’t laughed out loud so
much in years.”
Theatre Attendee

MEET A VOLUNTEER

SIMON

What has been your involvement with
LSC&PH?
My late Grandfather was involved in the
architecture of Lord Somers Camp so I’m
a third generation coming through the
Organisation. I attended Camp in 2002
and then went into Slush. At Lord Somers
Camp 2016, I was an Assistant Group
Leader. I have been involved in 5 panto’s
and was Roger in the recent Power House
Theatre Guild’s production of RENT.
What do you do in your real life?
I am the Digital Operations Manager at KPMG
Because of what I learnt through Somers…
“Somers has given me the confidence and
drive to push myself outside of my comfort
zone, not only at Camp but in everyday life”.
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CASE STUDIES
DEAKIN EVALUATION OF LORD/LADY SOMERS CAMP
The annual Lord and Lady Somers Camps have been the hallmark programs of LSC&PH and the entry point for the majority of our
dedicated volunteers. These seven day camps are run at the start of each year with the aim of encouraging youth social interaction
and bonding amongst diverse groups whilst also challenging perceptions and personal boundaries for the participants.
For the 2016 Camps, LSC&PH engaged
Deakin University’s School of Psychology
and Centre for Social and Early Emotional
Development (SEED) to undertake an
independent evaluation of the impact
of these camps. The research process
involved literature reviews, focus group
interviews, observation and quantitative
participant data recorded: pre-Camp, end
of Camp and four months after Camp.
Several themes emerged from the
research including: Cultures of acceptance
and openness, genuine and caring camp
staff as role models for participants and
recent volunteers, plenty of opportunities

for participants to make choices and
accept challenges, opportunities for
social interaction with peers in similar life
situations and important relationships
formed between peers and staff.
Quantitative measures such as selfesteem, social connectedness, social
trust, and efficacy showed significant
positive changes among participants
four months after attending the camp.
Participant data supported the main
core program quality indicators for
participants of the Camp as defined in the
LSC&PH Program Quality Framework.

This independent research confirmed the
significant impact of the Lord and Lady
Somers Camps for both participants as
well as volunteers who are crucial for
the implementation of the camps. The
research also provided recommendations
to make the camps even better.
LSC&PH is currently exploring other
research opportunities including wellbeing
benefits of intergenerational volunteering.
Visit our website www.lscph.org.au to read
the full Deakin Report.

LORD SOMERS CAMP

LADY SOMERS CAMP

Camp experience questions

Mean

Percentage of
participants
reported an “8”
or above

Mean

Percentage of
participants
reported an “8”
or above

Over the camp I was able to build confidence in my ability to take on
leadership

8.6

85%

8.9

83%

During the camp I was able to build relationships with groups of
people with different backgrounds

9.4

94%

9.4

91%

I found the experience of Lord/ Lady Somers Camp to be meaningful

9.5

97%

9.6

96%

During the camp I felt included and had a sense of belonging

9.3

92%

9.3

92%

The camp provided me with opportunities to build confidence in my
decision-making skills

9.0

89%

9.1

91%

The camp helped me to develop my capacity for self-reflection

8.5

80%

9.0

85%

“Lord Somers Camp was the best time of my life, it really showed me
that the only thing stopping me from achieving my goals was myself.
Lord Somers Camp was a life changer!”
Lord Somers Camp Participant
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MEET A VOLUNTEER

What has been your involvement with
LSC&PH?
I came through AMES where LSC&PH
was running a theatre/dance program in
partnership and I was invited to come as
a staff member to SailAway in 2014. Since
then I have attended Camp Diversity, Very
Special Kids and attended my first Lord
Somers Camp this year in Video.

What do you do in your real life?
I am an asylum seeker from Iran where
I was an accountant. I’m keen to get
qualified as an accountant here but can’t
study for Visa reasons. I’m currently doing
house painting.
Because of what I learnt through Somers…
Camp is the best place to forget everything
and just have a great time with people and
be happy.
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OUR COMMUNITY
WHAT PARTNERSHIP MEANS TO US
In order to maximise the impact of our programs, LSC&PH continues to expand our approach to working in partnership with other
organisations. Many of our partnerships are formal such as our partnerships with Very Special Kids, the Mirabel Foundation or
SisterWorks. We also continue to expand our informal partnerships with schools, youth development organisations, research
organisations and trusts and foundations.
In 2016, we established a number of
new partnerships including a tripartite
relationship with the National Ageing
Research Institute and the Council of the
Ageing (Victoria). Together we piloted
the Camping for Change program to
provide opportunities for older people
to derive physical and mental health
benefits from participating in tailored
camping programs. In addition, LSC&PH
also partnered with Deakin University to
undertake independent evaluations of our
hallmark programs, the Lord and Lady
Somers Camps. Formal partnerships with
research organisations are important for

helping LSC&PH strengthen our evidence
base for our programs and to ensure we
are striving for a culture of continuous
improvement. In the last 12 months,
LSC&PH has also undertaken a number
of strategic reviews of organisational
partnerships. These provide a ‘pulse check’
of the partnership and a number of joint
key-focus areas.
LSC&PH is also extremely fortunate to
have long standing relationships with
many Trusts and Foundations. These
relationships provide crucial funding
to help us implement many of our
programs and activities especially our

PARTNERS
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community programs which are run in
partnership with other community based
organisations. Trusts and Foundations
which have supported LSC&PH over the
last 12 months are outlined further in this
annual report.
In the next 12 months we will further
expanding our formal partnerships with
the piloting of a number of new programs
and research initiatives.

First VSK Camp, 198
9

OVER 25 YEARS OF PARTNERSHIP WITH VSK
Twenty-seven years ago in February 1989, a partnership was formed between Lord Somers Camp and Power House (LSC&PH)
and Very Special Kids (VSK). The Very Special Kids Organisation supports families all across Victoria who have a child with a
life-threatening condition. They support families with counselling services, advocacy, respite and end of life care at Victoria’s
only dedicated children’s Hospice in Malvern. The Very Special Kids Camp at Somers came about after Sister Margaret Noone, the
Founder of Very Special Kids was asked by the late Anne Dakin (an LSC&PH member) to speak to some volunteers from LSC&PH
about the special work that VSK does. That day, a relationship began with the offer of an annual camp each February for VSK
families and has since been extended to two camps annually, something that VSK families enjoy to this day.
In the infancy of the relationship between
the two organisations, no one considered
how long that connection might last.
Sister Margaret says; “the learning curve
was so steep in those first few years
for both Lord Somers Camp and Power
House and Very Special Kids, we didn’t
have time to consider where we might be
headed together”.
Many years, many families and many
camps later, the strong partnership is
evident, built on mutual respect while
navigating and accommodating similarities
and differences.
Whilst LSC&PH now partners with several
different organisations, the partnership
with VSK was the first one forged, so
it’s unsurprising that there were a few
teething problems initially. One such story

is the LSC&PH volunteers waking the VSK
families with a bugle reveille at 6am each
morning at the camp as was the LSC&PH
tradition. This was not such a welcome
start for sleep-deprived VSK parents
who had been looking forward to a much
needed break from early starts! The camps
provide VSK families with fun, family time,
rest and relaxation (and now including
a sleep in!). The enthusiastic LSC&PH
volunteers make sure that each and every
family member attending the camp feels
supported, has a break and has access
to activities that bring them together
with other families in similar situations.
There is also ample pampering time for
exhausted parents, with relaxing haircuts
and massages on offer. The kids and teens
have lots of fun on offer with stand-up
paddle-boarding, visits (and rides) from
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the local Somers Fire Brigade and Harley
Owners Group (HOGS) and many other
fun activities. The LSC&PH volunteers go
out of their way for the VSK families and
no request is too small (or big) ensuring
respite and unique memories are created.
It is the very fact that the volunteers
are giving of their time freely simply to
support the VSK families that moves the
families the most.
Twenty-seven years on and the
partnership between VSK and LSC&PH
is thriving, with all VSK staff members
and families keen to get into the spirit of
Somers and enjoy everything the camps
have to offer.
Anna Phipps – Very Special Kids and
Yasmin McKenzie – Lord Somers Camp &
Power House….in partnership!

MEASURING OUR IMPACT
With guidance from the Program Quality Working Group, LSC&PH has adopted new approaches and methodologies to evaluate our
programs aimed at improving the way we measure our social impact.
Our ambition is to make great programs
even better and more relevant. To do this we
need to evaluate the effectiveness of these
programs and ensure these evaluations are
part of a continuous improvement process.
At the organisational level we will continue
to strengthen the evidence-base, which
underpins all of our programs, and more
effectively measure our social impact.
All our programs and activities are
measured and evaluated against a set
of core indicators. These indicators are
classified for: Participants, Members,
Volunteers and Leaders; and LSC&PH at the
overarching organisational level.

We use a range of methods to evaluate
outcomes from surveys designed
internally to independently verified
methodologies and group interviews.
Much of our data is self-reported and
relates to self-perceived outcomes,
and we believe that this is key, as our
programs aim to change how people
think and feel about themselves and
the way they connect with others. We
develop evaluation surveys with a clear
focus on an individual program’s core
objectives as outlined in the Program
Quality Framework. Evaluations for our
community programs use a 0 to 10 scale
from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

Our Lord and Lady Somers Camp and MAX
programs used established questionnaires
with demonstrated reliability and
validity. We use these before and after
the programs to measure changes to
young people’s attitudes and skills and
social connectedness. The Lord and Lady
Somers Camps also involved a follow up
survey three months after the program.
For further information on our approach to
evaluation please email
info@lordsomerscamp.org.au.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH INITIATIVE
On the last weekend in September, 40+ volunteers made their way to Bendigo to start their Community Outreach Initiative (COI)
weekend. COI is a volunteer led annual working bee, often described as ‘The Block for social good’.
COI has two main objectives:
• Provide coordinated assistance to
individuals, families, organisations or
communities that require a helping hand.
• Provide rewarding volunteering
opportunities for LSC&PH members
to encourage a life of active civic
participation.

Bendigo Special Development School
(BSDS) was in need of some urgent
revamping and renovation to the outside
of the school so it could be fully utilised
as a sensory garden. The gardens were
used for both recreation and education by
the 130 students enrolled at BSDS. The
COI team spent the weekend revitalising
the area providing students with a fully
functional sensory garden.

“A huge thank you to the Lord Somers Camp & Power House; your group came last school
holidays and what was achieved for our student’s environment is amazing!
Our school community has been going through some stressful times this year, and coming
back to our school after the holidays to discover all of the wonderful surprises has been a real
morale boost for our students, staff and families.
We are still coming across lovely surprises! It felt like the fairies had blitzed the place!”
Joanne Mc Cloud
(Staff Member at Bendigo Specialist Developmental School)
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MIRABEL
In partnership with the Mirabel Foundation, this camp is for children who have been orphaned or abandoned due to parental drug
use and their carers, most of whom are grandparents. The aim of the Mirabel Family Camp is to provide Mirabel families with new
and exciting experiences, whereby carers have the opportunity for respite and networking, and children are provided with happy
memories and positive role modelling.

MIRABEL
OUTCOMES AGAINST SELECTED CORE INDICATORS

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

I feel that I /my family were able to build new friendships and connections with other people in a similar situation 9.64

0.74

I felt welcome to participate in all that was on offer to me

9.93

0.27

I feel that Mirabel Family Camp at Somers has meaning and purpose

9.79

0.58
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SOMERS OPERATIONS
With a dedicated staff team at the Somers campsite, 2016 saw the expansion in the provision of camp programs for school groups,
community organisations and religious organisations. This is an important strategy for LSC&PH and provides over 7,000 people
with the opportunity to grow and develop through experiential learning at the campsite. A key focus over the 12 month period was
the expansion of the suite of outdoor activities supporting personal growth and social connection.
A number of significant environmental
and capital works projects were also
completed during 2016 including:

• Removal of a number of large trees
and the planting of over 1,000 native
species throughout the campsite and
the creek bank
• Ongoing erosion control works on the
creek bank including feral pest control
• Installation of solar lighting to improve safety
• Completion of the prayer room / creek
observatory and bio box at the back of
the Outdoor Theatre
• Refurbishment and re-stumping of the
Chapel and Creek wings in the Slush Hut.

Tree planting day
THEN
NOW
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LSC&PH has also been working closely
with Heritage Victoria and the Mornington
Peninsula Shire Council for the proposed
re-development of the Executive Hut
which is expected to be complete by
June, 2017. With support from donors
and Trusts and Foundations, funding
has also been secured for the proposed
Multi-Purpose Hut which will provide
additional indoor space and temporary
accommodation during the Lady Somers
Camps. The multi-purpose hut, as well
as physical works to improve inclusion
and accessibility of the campsite, are
priority projects as outlined in the Somers
Campsite Masterplan.

REFLECTIONS ON WELLNESS WEEKEND
I am probably not the type of person one would expect to come across at a wellness weekend. You are more likely to find me
munching on a pop-tart for breakfast than a chia seed pudding, and the only downward facing dog in my life is a little Maltese Shih
Tzu vacuuming up any discarded crumbs from said pop-tart. Nonetheless, on a particularly cold weekend in June, I found myself
heading down to Somers to participate in the 3rd ever Wellness Weekend. I must admit the reason behind my last minute sign-up to
Wellness was more to do with my desire to get out of Melbourne and catch-up with some familiar faces, rather than any enthusiasm
for improving my gut health.
Despite these rather superficial
motivations, I found myself getting so
much out of Wellness Weekend. Dr.
Miin Chan’s session on fermentation
and gut health was really interesting
and her “hands on” sauerkraut making
session was lots of smelly and messy fun.
Similarly, Devina Naidu’s meditation and
mindfulness session blew apart anything I
thought I knew about meditative practices
and included some great mindfulness
exercises which ties back to the practices
of positive psychology. Another really
thought provoking session was Maria
Hannaford’s waste and sustainability
session, which really opened my eyes to
the impact of human waste and how easy

it is to make simple changes in our daily
lives that can have big impacts. These
were just a few of the informative and fun
sessions on offer at the Wellness Weekend
and I would love to write about all of them
but I need to talk about the food.
The menu was absolutely delicious,
diverse and did I say delicious. There was
of course a superfoodiness flavor to the
weekend, but none of this took away from
the deliciousness of every meal. A nice
touch was that everyone got a go in the
kitchen making some of these scrumptious
meals, and we all got a copy of the recipe
book for the weekend to take home with
us. Let me tell you that quinoa minestrone
soup has come in very handy this winter.

A common theme throughout the
weekend, from the speakers and the
committee, is to take the information you
are given and run with it in whatever way
makes sense for you. No-one is saying
what is right or wrong down at Wellness
Weekend, they are just saying be well,
feel good. And that is how I felt leaving
Wellness Weekend, it was an inspiring,
relaxing and refreshing weekend unlike
anything else I had done down at Somers.
I’ll definitely be back.
Bec Gomo

“Thank you so so much for inviting me to the Wellness Weekend. It was a beautiful and
heart warming experience to meet every single person I was lucky enough to engage
with and I truly felt like Lord Somers is a magical place that does very important work.”
Wellness Weekend Participant
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VISION 2020 – TWO YEARS ON
In May 2014 the LSC&PH Board launched Vision 2020 which sets out the five year strategic plan for the Organisation to
further expand our positive impact in the wider community. This is a key accountability document used by the Board to monitor
performance. We are now more than two years into the implementation of Vision 2020 and the following table provides a status
update against the 12 to 24 month key initiatives as defined in Vision 2020.

12- 24 MONTH KEY INITIATIVES

PROGRESS TO DATE

OUR PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
Piloting of new programs

On-going. Over the past 12 months three new programs were piloted including: SisterWorks
at Somers Program; Camping for Change (in partnership with the National Ageing Research
Institute) and the Power House Men’s Health Program.
In addition, two existing programs were evaluated as part of a continuous improvement process.

Development and implementation of the
Program Quality Framework (PQF).

Completed and used in the design and implementation of programs and activities. Training was
also undertaken in to the use of the PQF.

Development and launch of the Social Impact
Report.

Completed.

Establishment of the Program Quality Working
Group and Inclusion Working Group.

Completed and groups are contributing to continuous improvement across the Organisation.
The Inclusion Working Group is supporting LSC&PH develop more inclusive approaches to our
programming and the Program Quality Working Group supported the independent evaluation of
the Lord and Lady Somers Camps undertaken by Deakin University.

Implementation of a training and capacity
building program for LSC&PH leaders/
volunteers.

LSC&PH has expanded our training opportunities over the past 2 years. The introduction of an
online training program by October 2016 will allow us to offer more training opportunities.

Strengthening of risk management processes.

This has been a key focus of LSC&PH over the past 2 years. In 2015, leaders across LSC&PH also
participated in an externally facilitated Crisis Management Training Workshop.

ALBERT PARK AND THE POWER HOUSE
Analysis of highest and best use of a new Power
House building.

Completed.

Submission of business case to Parks Victoria.

On-going. This has been a challenging initiative requiring more attention and resources.
Complexities related to the leasing arrangement with Parks Victoria are a key priority.

Commencement of fundraising for redevelopment.

Commenced.

MEMBERSHIP AND ALUMNI
Establishment of the Database Doctors to
support re-engagement.

Ongoing.

Increase effectiveness of membership/ CRM
database.

New CRM launched and ongoing upgrades.

Simplify membership application and renewal
process.

Phase 1 of upgrades completed.

Annually review and analyse the change in
numbers and diversity of membership.

Commenced.
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12- 24 MONTH KEY INITIATIVES

PROGRESS TO DATE

SOMERS FACILITIES
Develop 10 year masterplan for Somers.

Completed.

Implement creek-bank erosion measures and
work more closely with Government and Coastal
Management Committees.

Ongoing including physical works completed in partnership with the State Government;
establishment of monitoring systems; extensive creek bank planting and representation on the
Merricks Creek and Estuary Working Group.

Advance an environmental sustainability plan.

Annual plan developed. Energy efficiency measures implemented with support from State
Government. In 2015, LSC&PH also commenced the development of a Water Stewardship Plan
with support from the Western Port Biosphere Project.

Establish a Somers Building Fund to support
implementation of the 10 Year Somers Masterplan.

Established.

Determine the future landholdings at Somers.

No further action currently anticipated.

FINANCE AND GOVERNANCE
Establishment of the Marketing and Fundraising
Committee and implement the Fundraising and
Marketing Strategy.

Developed and in implementation.

Implement Asset Protection Strategies.

Transfer of Somers land assets to new entity completed.

10% p.a. growth in revenue from external hiring
of the Somers facility.

Achieved in year 1 and year 2.

Continue policy of supporting participation at
camps regardless of financial circumstance.

Ongoing.

Expand mechanisms to ensure legislative and
regulatory compliance.

Externally reviewed monthly. Board compliance calendar implemented.

Strengthen governance mechanisms for the
Board, sub-committees, working groups and
executive teams.

Ongoing.

EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS
Dissemination the Program Quality Framework
and Social Impact Report.

Completed.

Development and implementation of an external
stakeholder communications plan.

Not yet completed. This will be a focus for 2016/17.

Annual strategic review of organisational
partnerships.

Partnership with City of Casey and SAIL Organisation reviewed in 2016.

Improved online presence through the roll out of
a new website and strategic use of social media.

Phase 1 completed. Use of internal social media expanded. External social media strategy
developed and implementation commenced.
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BOARD AND GOVERNANCE
Good corporate governance is vital for a financially sustainable and responsible not-for-profit organisation. We are a public
company limited by guarantee and there are a number of structures, practices and committees which provide an appropriate
framework for good governance. LSC&PH’s Board of Directors is responsible for the governance of LSC&PH.
Lord Somers Camp and Power House is governed by a skills-based Board, responsible for strategic planning and long-term policy
setting. Board members volunteer their time to ensure organisational compliance and performance management and oversee the
strategic direction of the Organisation. The Board meets regularly as a full group as well contributing to our Board subcommittees.
The Board recently undertook a gap analysis of skill sets within the increasing complexity of Australia’s NFP sector. This analysis will
contribute to future board appointments to ensure continued strengthening of our governance processes.
Current board members are:
1/

2/

3/

1/Mal Cater (Chair)
MLM Ed, B.Bus (Acc), Dip Ed, MACE,
MACEL,MAICD
Mal is the Principal of Mentone Grammar, a
position he has held for the last nine years.
Prior to that, Mal was Deputy Headmaster
of Mentone Grammar and Senior Master at
Girton Grammar in Bendigo.
He first attended Big Camp in 1981
following in the footsteps of his two older
brothers. He has held numerous positions
within the Organisation and has, on two
occasions, been awarded a Camp Chief’s
Award. Mal is a member of the LSC&PH
Risk Committee. Mal is also a director of
Somers Landholding Pty Ltd.
...........................................................................

2/Marnie Lassen

BA/LLB (Hons) MAICD
Marnie works at the Victorian Conservation
organisation Trust for Nature, and also
serves as the head of the Sustainability
Committee at her children’s 5-star
sustainable school. Before moving into
conservation, Marnie worked as a lawyer in
both Melbourne and Los Angeles.
Marnie has been an active member of
LSC&PH since 1986, attending the first
Lady Somers Camp as the Camp Leader's
runner. She joined the Board in 2014 and
is a member of LSC&PH's Environment &
Sustainability Committee. Marnie is also a
director of Somers Landholding Pty Ltd.

4/

5/

3/Claire Sime

BCom, MIB, Dip Mod Lang (German)
Claire works at KPMG as a management
consultant helping clients with strategy,
change and major transformations.
Outside of work she is a mother to two
young children and enjoys pottering in her
garden and running.
Claire became a member of LSC&PH in 1999
when she went through Lady Somers Camp
and has been an active volunteer since then.
She joined the board in 2005. She chairs the
LSC&PH Albert Park Advisory Group.
...........................................................................

4/Ralph Fallows

BSc (Hons)

Ralph has a wealth of NFP experience and
passion for making a difference in the lives
of young people along with 21 years in the
Fast Moving Consumer Goods Industry
with Unigate, Cadbury Schweppes, Kraft/
Mondelez in the UK, Melbourne, Sydney
and Malaysia and now as an Independent
Facilitator/Coach/Mentor here in Melbourne.
Ralph is also a past Chair of Child Wise and
the Boronia Home Committee managed by
The Lighthouse Foundation, is a Mentor
for the RAMP Mentoring Program run by
The Reach Foundation in partnership with
Whitelion, is an active volunteer with The
Reach Foundation as well as being involved
on the Open Family Chatterbox Bus which is
on the streets of Melbourne as an outreach
service for homeless young people.
Ralph commenced his involvement with
our Organisation through volunteering
at the Mirabel Family Camp in 2013 and
joined the Board in 2015 and is a member
of the Programs and Activities Committee.
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6/

7/

5/Stuart Douglas

BAppSc (Medical Radiations), Master of
Marketing, MAICD
Stuart has worked in healthcare for over
20 years since qualifying as a Medical
Imaging Technologist in the late 1980's.
The majority of his time however has
been in sales, marketing and management
roles within the medical device and capital
equipment arenas. Recently he moved into
dental with Straumann Australia, as the
Head of Sales and Marketing.
Stuart has been an active member of
LSC&PH since 1985, and has held a
variety of volunteer positions within the
Organisation through this time. Stuart
joined the board in November 2014 and is
the Chair of the LSC&PH Marketing and
Fundraising Committee.
...........................................................................

6/Ross Boyce

BMS, CA

Ross currently works as the Chief
Financial Officer for a small Australian
owned company servicing the industrial
packaging industry. Prior to this, Ross was
the Australian head of finance of a large
multinational company in the printing and
health care industries.
Ross joined LSC&PH in 1991 attended Big
Camp of that year in Staff. Ross became a
Board member in 2012 and has been Head
of the LSC&PH Finance Committee since
then. Ross is also a director of Somers
Landholding Pty Ltd.

7/John Hutchinson
BA/BEng (Hons)

John has been working in the
Environmental Sustainability field for over
17 years. He currently works two jobs: one
at Ironbark Sustainability where he helps
local governments to develop strategies
and implement projects to reduce energy,
water and waste; the other is at Intelligent
Pathways where he assists commercial and
government clients to measure, monitor
and reduce their environmental impacts.
John has been involved in LSC&PH from
an early age due to his parent’s - Gwen and
the late Peter Hutchinson - involvement.
John attended Big Camp in 1987 and joined
the Board in 2008 and chairs the LSC&PH
Programs and Activities Committee and is
a member of the LSC&PH Risk Committee.
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BOARD SUB-COMMITTEES AND WORKING GROUPS
During 2016, the board has continued to strengthen the role of the sub-committees and working groups as an overall strategy to
advance organisational governance. The role of each committee and working group is outlined below:

SUB-COMMITTEES
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Responsible for reviewing the financial
performance of the Organisation. The
committee also has oversight of the annual
budget and audit process, insurance renewal,
capital investments and consideration of key
financial risks for the Organisation.

POWER HOUSE ALBERT PARK
ADVISORY GROUP
Responsible for developing and
implementing the strategy to secure a new
lease at Albert Park and the development
of a new Power House Community Hub on
the current site.

Chair: Ross Boyce

Chair: Claire Sime

Key Achievement for the year:
Support for the establishment of the new
landholding entity, Somers Landholding
Pty Ltd and the associated investment
mandate and achieving the ambitious
budget surplus.

Key Achievement for the year:
Development and submission of the
draft business case for the Albert Park
redevelopment to Parks Victoria.

...........................................................................
RISK COMMITTEE
Assists the Board to implement a
framework within which all members
and volunteers will identify, assess and
arrange for appropriate treatment of the
Organisation’s risk.
Chair: Tim Car
Key Achievement for the year:
Implementation of Risk Management
Training by leaders in addition to an
externally facilitated Crisis Management
Training for leaders.

...........................................................................
PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
COMMITTEE
Ensures clear policies, procedures and
systems are in place for all programs
and activities and that the programs are
evaluated on an on-going basis. The
Committee also assess new programs or
activities and approves the appointment of
certain program and activity leaders.
Chair: John Hutchinson
Key Achievement for the year:
Oversight of the pilot of three new
programs in 2016 including the
SisterWorks at Somers Program; the
Power House Men’s Health Program
and the Camping for Change program
in partnership with the National Ageing
Research Institute (NARI).

SailAw
ay
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ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY
COMMITTEE
Provides direction on matters relating to
environment and sustainability as well
as implementing sustainability initiatives
within the Association.
Chair: Linh Do
Key Achievement for the year:
Implementation of three environment and
sustainability focused grants at Somers
including: stream and creek restoration;
energy efficiency; and native revegetation.
...........................................................................
MARKETING AND FUNDRAISING
COMMITTEE
Supports the development and
implementation of the Fundraising and
Marketing Strategy for the Organisation.
Chair: Stuart Douglas
Key Achievement for the year:
Development and implementation of the
2016 Tax Appeal campaign; development
of the LSC&PH branding guidelines.

Pride M

arch

WORKING GROUPS

Pride March

JINDI WORABACK RECONCILIATION
WORKING GROUP
Works with our volunteers to ensure that
our programs and activities are responsive
and inclusive to indigenous young people,
building and facilitating relationships with
necessary partners as well as strengthening
organisational approaches. The RAP
committee contains goals to build greater
understanding within the Organisation
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples’ issues, history and culture.
Key Achievement for the year:
Implementation of the Indigenous Culture
Campfire Conversation aimed at building
greater understanding about Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples’
issues, history and culture. The Working
Group is also designing a youth focused
camp for young Indigenous leaders for
implementation in 2017.

INCLUSION WORKING GROUP
Supports the strengthening of
organisational approaches to gender
equity, sexuality, disability inclusion and
cultural awareness and sensitivity across
the Organisation. The Working Group
can also work with specific programs
on dedicated tasks in consultation with
program leaders and camp executives.
Key Achievement for the year:
The group led LSC&PH’s involvement in the
2016 Pride March demonstrating the support
within our Organisation for members
identifying with the LGBTIQ community.
...........................................................................
PROGRAM QUALITY WORKING GROUP
Oversees the development and
implementation of the Program Quality
Framework and provides guidance on the
design, implementation and evaluation of
programs and activities.

OH&S WORKING GROUP
Undertakes OH&S audits of Albert Park
and Somers facilities and oversees
processes related to OH&S documentation
action management.
Key Achievement for the year:
Increased OH&S incident and near miss
reporting and increased OH&S awareness
across all camps and programs.
...........................................................................
DATABASE DOCTORS WORKING GROUP
Supports alumni management for the
Organisation and re-engagement was past
or non-financial members.
Key Achievement for the year:
Re-engagement with participants from
1965 Big Camp through the invitation to
the Quarterly Connections luncheon.

Key Achievement for the year:
Support to the independent review
of the Lord and Lady Somers Camps
implemented by Deakin University as well
support to the strategic refresh of the
SAILAway program.

SPOTLIGHT ON JINDI WORABACK WORKING GROUP
The Jindi Woraback Working Group has
had a big year.
During the year, the Jindi Woraback
Reconciliation Working Group held both an
Art Market during NAIDOC week and well
as a Campfire Learning Conversation down
at the Lord Somers Camp Campsite.
The Campfire Learning Conversation was
an Aboriginal Cultural Awareness session
for members of LSC&PH held at our
campsite. Isaac Young (Staff 2013) and his
father, Richard are Gunnai, Gunditjmara
and Yorta Yorta people who have extensive
experience working with organisations to
learn about Indigenous history and culture.
During NAIDOC week, the Gunyeru
Wat-Wanik Art Exhibition and Market
was held at the Power House building.

Formalities began with a traditional
smoking ceremony. The evening was a
wonderful mix of live music, delicious
food, breath taking art work and clothing
and a very special sharing of culture. A big
announcement on the night was of a new
camp beginning in 2017 for Indigenous
Kids in early high school years, The camp is
still in the very early planning stages but will
be a fantastic addition to the Camps program.
It will be run by an Indigenous Committee
down at Somers with LSC&PH support.
The Jindi Woraback Reconciliation
Working Group are currently updating the
Organisation’s Reconciliation Action Plan
(RAP) Jindi Woraback means to join and
unite which sums up perfectly what we are
all about.
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OUR FINANCES: PERFORMANCE FOR THE 2016 YEAR
Continued focus on strengthening the financial position and sustainability of LSC&PH has contributed to another positive
financial result for the year ending 30 June, 2016. The net surplus of $63,365 was achieved against a budgeted surplus of
$60,538. This result is after accounting for non-cash depreciation and amortisation costs of $145,707. This is the third year
LSC&PH has achieved a healthy surplus.
Revenue generated from our Somers
campsite operations grew at 10% for the
year reflecting excellent management
by our Somers team. Income generated
from the use of the Somers campsite
helps contribute to operations and
maintenance and capital works projects
at the campsite. Despite a challenging
fundraising climate for the NFP sector,
new donations and grant income from
Trusts and Foundations and Corporates
remained strong helped by the securing
of a number of multi-year funding
agreements. This incredible support
from our supporters and individual
members ensured that all our programs
and activities in 2016 were implemented
successfully without compromise to
program outcomes in addition to the
commencement of new programs.

As at 30 June 2016 LSC&PH had cash
reserves of $781,780 increasing from
$731,901 as at 30 June 2015. This was
achieved despite annual payments of
$60k to the ATO for year 3 of our FBT
liability. Included in this cash balance are
funds of $300k allocated for capital works
projects at Somers and the proposed
redevelopment of Albert Park. These funds
have been secured from donations and
grants from Trusts and Foundations.
The 2017 budget was approved by the
Board and reflects continued tight financial
management and cost control as well
as prudent investment including capital
works at Somers. For the year ending 30
June, 2017 we expect to generate another
operating surplus no less than 3% of
revenue as well as the on-going building
of cash reserves to support the ambitious
initiatives included in Vision 2020.

I thank my colleagues on the Finance
Committee for their dedicated
commitment and support in overseeing
appropriate financial management
and governance of the Organisation. I
also thank our many generous donors,
supporters and LSC&PH members who
have helped us achieve a good financial
outcome for 2016.
Ross Boyce
Chair of the Finance Committee

REFLECTIONS ON THE LEADERSHIP AND MENTORING PROGRAM (LAMP)
LAMP: Light the way for the next generation of LSC leaders.
When I learned about the objectives of
LAMP, I was immediately curious and
keen to be a part of this pilot program.
At that time, I had taken on a ‘middle
management’ role at school and to say
I was finding it challenging would be
something of an understatement. Leading
a team through a period of change was
forcing me to make use of every skill in my
toolbox, but I still wasn’t getting it right. I
needed more ideas, more tools and more
expertise. Fast!
A key feature of the LAMP program was
the expert guidance and insight provided
by members and friends of LSC&PH.
Whilst each offered their own message

for our leadership journey, I was especially
in need of Prof. Simon Bell’s (University
of Melbourne) conversation about
communicating for change.
The second element of LAMP was the
pairing of participants with willing mentors
from within our LSC community. I was
looking for someone who had started their
leadership journey early in their career and
had insight to share that extended outside
of the context of education.
I was paired with Daniel Proietto, Partner
at Lander & Rogers. Dan and I meet every
few months over only the best coffee
north of the river. Our conversations are
affirming, aspirational and constantly
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challenge my thinking and my leadership.
Dan helps me set goals for myself and
more importantly, he holds me accountable
to them. My conversations with Dan
have reinforced to me the importance of
mentoring. I’m also making a conscious
effort to actively mentor and support
the younger colleagues on my team,
particularly when it comes to fostering
their own leadership skills and aspirations.
“The delicate balance of mentoring
someone is not creating them in your own
image, but giving them the opportunity to
create themselves.” (Steven Spielberg)
Catherine Spurritt

FINANCIAL TABLES
INCOME STATEMENT

2016

2015

2014

OPERATING REVENUE
Somers Inc

778,272

753,374

611,903

Camps, Functions & Activities

472,061

506,981

397,731

Grants & Donations

207,177

512,717

335,961

Rent Albert Park

275,763

286,422

206,964

Other Income

64,250

44,770

46,030

Total Revenue

1,797,523

2,104,264

1,598,589

Somers Inc

682,307

652,086

648,994

Camps, Functions & Activities

157,327

193,999

174,976

Albert Park

130,937

116,305

154,926

Depreciation

145,707

138,538

129,492

Administration Expenses

617,880

590,684

427,120

Total Expenses

1,734,158

1,691,612

1,535,508

OPERATING SURPLUS /(LOSS)

63,365

412,652

63,081

Fringe Benefits Tax

0

0

0

Total Extraordinary Expenses

0

0

0

OPERATING SURPLUS /(LOSS)
AFTER EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS

63,365

412,652

63,081

BALANCE SHEET

2016

2015

2014

CURRENT ASSETS

911,798

797,966

751,348

Non-Current Assets

2,050,543

2,098,444

1,831,458

Total Assets

2,962,341

2,896,410

2,582,806

CURRENT LIABILITIES

683,580

620,471

661,336

Non Current Liabilities

64,973

125,516

183,699

Total Liabilities

748,553

745,987

845,035

NET ASSETS

2,213,788

2,150,423

1,737,771

2,213,788

2,150,423

1,737,771

EXPENSES

EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSES

MEMBERS' FUNDS
General Fund (Retained Surplus)

“MAX is the best experience, where you meet great people and just have time to re-evaluate
and get who you are and where you are in your life, and you leave with greater knowledge
of your purpose and what you want to do.”
MAX participant
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“Just so you know, Brett talks about the Lord Somers Camp from the day he gets his letter.
There are not many things in his life that he truly looks forward to and nothing that gives
him a ‘sleepover’ away from home. This is such a wonderful weekend for him and we are so
grateful that he is happy, safe and with people that ‘get’ him.
Thank you all for the wonderful and selfless job you do.”
Camp Diversity Parent
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HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS
1962

Lady Finola Somers CBE*
Phil Rhoden OBE ED*
.................................

1964

1988

Frank Devine*
Bill McConville*
.................................

1989

2001

Gordon Robert OAM
Gwen Hutchinson
.................................

2003

Edgar Rouse*
Canon Philip St J Wilson*
.................................

Norma Devine
Keith McDonald*
.................................

Jeanette Jones
.................................

1965

1990

John Davies OAM
Jeanette Bowes
Lorrie Chapman
.................................

1991

Trevor Spurritt
.................................

1992

Derek Skues
Anne Davies
.................................

Alex Forster*
John Gully OAM*
.................................

1966

Stewart Embling*
.................................

1980

Bill King*
.................................

1981

Lindsay Orr*
Richard Burman
.................................

1982

John Gourley *
Jack Robert*
Lorna Evans*
.................................
Ron Wootton OAM*
.................................
Peter Johnstone AM
.................................

1994

Peter Hutchinson*
.................................

1995

2004

2006

2008
2009

Ian Gibson
.................................

2011

Gordon Trinca AO OBE*
Geoff Swan MBE OAM ED*
.................................

Alan Gregory AM
.................................

1983

Les Phillips*
.................................

Harry South
Marion South*
.................................

Danielle Beadman
.................................

1984

1997

Scott Mayer
.................................

1998

Melissa Ciardulli
Maree Webb
Peg McCulloch*
.................................

Max Hooke*
Reg Talbot CMG*
Toby Mayer*
Dorothy McAdam AOM*
.................................

1996

Jack Hammond
.................................

Glenn Bowes
.................................

2012
2013

2014

1986

Leigh Devine
Kerry Daly
.................................

1987

Ian Dakin
Anne Dakin*
.................................

Michael Newton
.................................

2000

Tyson Goldsworthy

Austin Jolly*
William David McPherson AO*
.................................
Stan Bisset MC OAM mid*
Charles Evans*

1999

David Hillberg

2015
2016

*Deceased
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THANKS & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Thanks to all our wonderful and dedicated volunteers and members, partners and supporters without whom our programs wouldn’t
be possible. Your hard work, energy and care for each other and the broader community continually inspires.
PROGRAM PARTNERS:
Ardoch Youth Foundation
AMES Australia
National Ageing Research Institute (NARI)
Council of the Ageing Victoria
Mirabel Foundation
Sudanese Australian Integrated Learning
(SAIL) Program
The City of Casey
SisterWorks
Very Special Kids
FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES:
Balnarring Foreshore Committee
City of Melbourne
Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning
Department of Human and Health Services
Department of Justice
LandCare
Melbourne Water
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council
Parks Victoria
South East Water
Sustainability Victoria
Victorian Multicultural commission
BUSINESS & CORPORATE
SUPPORTERS:
Allens Linklaters
Andy Haslam Design
Beramyt
BigFish Technology
BJ Ball Paper
Bowens
Breadstreet
Bunnings
Carter West Cabinets
Colin Biggers & Paisley
Comcater
David Scott Consulting
David’s Timber
Deluxe Audio
Dr Richard Chambers
Ecreators
Elegance Tiles
Emma and Toms
Exxon Mobil
Flaming Mo’s
Fowles Wine
Fuji Xerox
Geelong Galvanizing
Go Just Nuts
Grant Thornton Australia
Hillview Quarries
Holcim Concrete
Honda

Infoxchange Australia
Innova
Jane Gorman Interior Decorators
John Briggs Architects
Kellogg’s
KPMG – Melbourne Office
Lacey Bricks and Roofing
Lander and Rogers
L’Oreal Australia
Maddocks
Melbourne Events Group
Melman Australia
Mock Orchards
Nepean Planning Consultants
Peddle Thorp Architects
Paragon Care
PFD
Phaseshift Productions
PlastaMasta
PPS Promotions
PwC – Melbourne Office
Printing Intelligence
Ratio Planners
Roadsong
Rod Hannah & Associates
R & D Clothing
Sand Hill Road
Scotsburn Nurseries
Shade ‘n’ Sail
Slumber Trek
Snack Brands Australia
The Pups
TOM Organic
Wendy Brooks Consulting
Wiretainers
COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS AND
SCHOOLS:
Ashwood Special School
Bendigo Specialist Development School
Billanook College
Brotherhood of St Laurence
Building Bridges – Russell Smith
Culturepreneur
Country Women’s Association
Dandenong Harley Owner’s Group
Daylesford and District Community Bank
Deakin University
DJ City
Drut Club 69
Freemasons Foundation
Freemasons Brighton
Lion’s Club of Red Hill
Mentone Grammar
Officer Training Unit – NSW
Officer Training Unit – Victoria
Rotary Club of Bentleigh
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Rotary Club of Brighton
Rotary Club of Canterbury
Rotary Club of Chadstone/East Malvern
Rotary Club of Cranbourne
Rotary Club of Daylesford
Rotary Club of Eltham
Rotary Club of Greensborough
Rotary Club of Healesville
Rotary Club of Hawthorn
Rotary Club of Hoppers Crossing
Rotary Club of Melbourne
Rotary Club of Noble Park
Rotary Club of South Melbourne
Rotary Club of Werribee
Rotary Club of Waverley
Ruyton Girls School
Somers Fire Brigade
Somers Residents Association
Somers Education Camp
The Hoo Hoo Club
The Returned and Services League
Teenagers Road Accident Group
Western Chances
TRUSTS, FOUNDATIONS AND OTHER
SUPPORTERS:
Campbell Edwards Trust
Camp Mallana Trust
Collier Foundation
Emilio and Grace Foundation
Ephpheta Foundation
Foundation 49
Fox Family Foundation
John T Reid Trust
Gorman Foundation
Handbury Family Foundation
Helen MacPherson Smith Trust
Jack Brockhoff Foundation
Lord Mayor’s Charitable Foundation
LSC&PH Power House Auxiliary
LSC&PH Power House Olds and Bolds
Matana Foundation
Marion and EH Flack Trust
Morgans Foundation
Peter Issacson
Power House Youth Leadership
Foundation
RE Ross Trust
Telstra Foundation
Victorian Women’s Benevolent Trust

HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT LSC&PH
Together there are many ways you can support the important work of LSC&PH:
• Volunteer to help out at one of our programs.
• Come along to one of our public events at Power House and bring your friends.
• Make a tax deductible donation.
• Ask your company to sponsor a LSC&PH event or program.
• Make a gift in your will.
Further information on how you can help is available online at www.lscph.org.au or please contact the Lord Somers Camp and Power
House office on (03) 9510 7066. We would love to hear from you.
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“This experiment, which may be
hoped is the forerunner of many
others has a serious and a fine
purpose. It brings together those
whose outlooks need not differ but
whose environments easily lead to
differences of outlook.”
H.E. – Arthur Herbert Tennyson, Sixth Baron Somers, 1931

Prodesse Quam Conspici
Service without seeking recognition

Lord Somers Camp and Power House
ABN 96 004 505 373
Albert Park
34 Lakeside Drive, Albert Park, VIC 3206
Somers
Cnr Lord Somers Road and Parklands Ave, Somers, VIC 3927
Telephone

(03) 9510 7066

Email
Web

info@lordsomerscamp.org.au
www.lscph.org.au

Patron

Her Excellency the Honourable Linda Dessau AM, Governor of Victoria

